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China’s recovery is stalling

April’s data point to weakness in manufacturing, while consumer spending also slowed

after a strong recovery. Weaker-than-expected data opens the door for further policy

easing.

Activity data from April all came in below market expectations and suggest China’s

recovery is losing steam.

Manufacturing fell while consumption slows
Industrial production fell 0.5% in April from a month ago. In year-on-year terms, it grew

just 5.6% even after getting a boost from the low base last year when Shanghai was

under lockdown. This is way below the 10.9% yoy that markets expected and looks

moderate compared to the pre-pandemic trend. The data today confirm the weakness in

manufacturing seen in the PMI readings.

Retail sales rose just 0.5% mom after expanding 0.8% in March. Its yoy growth of 18.4% also

got a boost from the low base effect, but it was still below market consensus. This suggests

consumer spending starts to slow after a strong Q1.

Real estate construction remains a drag
Fixed asset investment fell 0.6% mom, which implies just 3.6% yoy growth in April, down

from 4.7% prior. Infrastructure and manufacturing investment growth held up, supported

by policy stimulus.

However, real estate investment plunged 16.2% yoy, suggesting that the slump in housing

construction continues. In fact, residential floor space started continued to fall by double-

digit at 29% yoy in April.

Positively, the rebound in housing completion will help support homebuyers’ confidence.

Floor space completed surged 28.3% yoy, reflecting the impact of policy efforts.

Housing sales grew 16.7% yoy in April after expanding 8.8% in March, according to the

official data. While April’s figure was boosted by the low base last year, it nevertheless

suggests housing market is stabilizing. This confirms the trend seen in data from private

sources as well. But given that property developers will likely continue to focus on

completing existing projects and less so on new projects, real estate construction may not

get much of a boost even if the housing market stabilizes.

Labour market slack is a concern
Labour market weakness raises concerns whether the consumption-driven recovery can

be sustained. Although the headline unemployment rate edged down further to 5.2% in

https://commerzbank.bluematrix.com/links2/doc/html/f13c5c32-4c32-40b0-98e4-28761532bc90?id=dG9tbXkud3VAY29tbWVyemJhbmsuY29tOjQ=


April from 5.3% previously, the youth unemployment rate rose to a record high of 20.4%

(Chart 1). This shows that the economy is still struggling to absorb new workers, and likely

reflects that weak hiring sentiment among private enterprises persists.

Chart 1 - Youth unemployment rate reached record high
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Risk of deflation rises
Weak inflation also suggests the economy remains significantly below potential. Headline

CPI inflation was just 0.1% yoy in April. Excluding food and energy, core inflation stood at

a modest 0.7%. There is a chance that inflation could fall below zero in the next couple of

months. Even so, we think this will likely be temporary. But how long it will last depends

on the time that the economy takes to close the supply-demand gap.

Policy support is needed to sustain the recovery
Given the disappointing data for April, policymakers will likely need to maintain, or even

step up, their policy stimulus effort.

We mentioned previously that the PBoC may take a wait-and-see approach. Credit growth

was strong in the first quarter but was flat in April. Outstanding CNY loan grew 11.8% yoy in

April, same as in March. Total social financing (TSF), a measure of total credit plus equity,

expanded 10.3% yoy in April, also the same as prior.

It will take time for new credit to filter through to the economy. The question is how long.

Cutting lending rates further may not necessarily help much. However, rate cuts could

signal further easing stance of the central bank so it may still be a useful step to take.

The government will likely maintain the pace of infrastructure spending in Q2. Given that

the planned spending is frontloaded this year, the pace will likely slow in H2. This means

the government will probably need to step up its spending in H2 than originally planned.

More policy support helps. However, the key to the economic recovery lies in private sector

confidence.
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